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• "Shall", which is equivalent to "is required to", is used to indicate mandatory requirements, strictly to be followed in order to conform to the standard and from which no deviation is permitted.

• "Recommended" is used to indicate flexibility of choice with a strong preference alternative.

• "Must" indicates an unavoidable situation.

• "Should", which is equivalent to "is recommended that", is used to indicate:
  – Among several possibilities, one is recommended as particularly suitable, without mentioning or excluding others
  – That a certain course of action is preferred but not required.
  – That (in the negative form) a certain course of action is deprecated but not prohibited.

• "May", which is equivalent to "is permitted", is used to indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the standard.

• "Can", which is equivalent to "is able to", is used to indicate possibility and capability, whether material or physical.
1. Introduction

White Rabbit is intended to be the next-generation deterministic network based on synchronous Ethernet, allowing for low-latency deterministic packet routing and transparent, high precision timing transmission. The network consists of White Rabbit Nodes, White Rabbit Switches and supports integration of nodes that are not White Rabbit Nodes, however with restrictions.

White Rabbit Switches are interconnected through GbE fibers or GbE twisted-pair copper cables. Tree topology should be used, but other topology can also be used. Details for the latter situation are described in the Appendix of this document.

At least one White Rabbit Node shall have special functionality, however this may be done by configuration only without the need of special White Rabbit Node hardware.

From the functional point of view three special White Rabbit Nodes shall exist that may be implemented in one, two or three individual White Rabbit Nodes. Of this type of nodes only one of each type shall be active at a time:

- A White Rabbit General Clock Master Node (WRCM) shall provide time and frequency reference.
- A White Rabbit Management Master Node (WRMM) shall cover all network related function together with functionality to monitor and configure all White Rabbit Nodes.
- A White Rabbit Data Master Node (WRDM) should be used whenever control information has to be created centrally and fanning-out to all other White Rabbit Nodes is mandatory like in the use case for particle accelerator control.

Detailed definition of these three special White Rabbit Nodes is given in chapter 4.

The receiver within White Rabbit, the White Rabbit Node (WRN), is a device capable to be syntonized/synchronized to its clock master and decode control information coming from the WRDM or any other WRN. In dependence of the WRPTP mechanisms used the clock master of an individual White Rabbit Node may be its direct link partner (White Rabbit Switch) or the WRCM. The WRCM itself should connect to some GPS receiver as its clock master but may be its own clock master as well.
This document describes the functional requirements and functionality that all White Rabbit Nodes must accomplish.

Typically a White Rabbit Node will be an interface card in one of several specified form factors. In addition standalone White Rabbit Nodes may exist for special use cases.
2. Node Functional Requirements

In an nutshell, a White Rabbit Node is a networking device that shall pro-
vide:

- Hardware support for White Rabbit Protocol.
- Hardware support for Synchronous Ethernet as specified in _ITU-T G.8261/Y.1361_.
- Software support for PTP.
- OSI layer 2 support.
- Bus communication with a present host card\(^1\).
- Support for a set of protocols in the OSI layer 3.
- Diagnostic, management, debug and test functionalities.
- Control Event Handling.
- Communication with up to two FPGA mezzanine cards.

2.1 Layer 1 Requirements

- A WRN shall be able to replicate the master clock received from its master with a maximum skew of 100 ps.

2.2 Layer 2 Requirements

- A WRN shall be compliant with Ethernet (IEEE 802.3).
- A WRN shall implement _IEEE 802.1Q_ and follow the QoS scheme based in _IEEE 802.1D_.
- A WRN shall follow the de-/encoding algorithm specified in [FEC].
- A WRN shall implement Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) as specified in _IEEE 802.1D_.

\(^1\)Details depend on individual WRN form factors while no bus shall be connected to standalone WRNs
2.3 Upper Layer Requirements

- A WRN shall be able to readjust its clock according to WRPTP.
- A WRN shall implement the Internet Protocol (IP) as specified in RFC791-1981.
- A WRN shall implement UDP as specified in RFC768-1980.
- A WRN shall accomplish the White Rabbit Protocol (or the White Rabbit PTP Extension), [WRS].
- A WRN shall implement SNMP as specified in ....
- A WRN shall implement DHCP as specified in RFC768.

2.4 Diagnostics

- A WRN shall implement SNMP for diagnostic purposes.
- A WRN shall implement a Monitoring System and can report this data to the WRDM.
- A WRN shall implement a Monitoring System and can report this data to the WRMM.
- A WRN shall implement a Monitoring System and can report this data to its bus master (host card).
- A WRN Monitoring System shall include status data of connected FMC cards.

2.5 Management Requirements

- A WRN shall provide mechanism for remote software and firmware updating and upgrading from the WRMM.
- A WRN shall implement SNMP for remote maintenance and configuration by the WRMM.
- A WRN shall implement DHCP for remote maintenance and configuration by the WRMM.
- It shall be possible to access all WRN functionality using the host bus communication and its device driver.
- It shall be possible to access all WRN functionality using the WR interface.
2.6 Debug and Test Functionalities

- A WRN shall implement both physical interfaces and mechanism for debug purposes.
- A WRN shall implement automated test procedures for verification of its connectivity, memory, power supply and interfaces as described in chapter 3.12 on startup.
- A WRN shall implement functionality to remotely start test procedures as described in chapter 3.12.

2.7 Fault Condition / Error Handling

- A WRN shall implement mechanisms to detect, log and report its own fault conditions.
- A WRN shall implement mechanisms to detect, log and report all sorts of errors (e.g. erroneous configuration).
- A WRN shall implement a possibility to remotely restart its host if the host supports this feature.
- It shall be possible to remotely restart a WRN.

2.8 Datagram Content and WRN Reaction

Datagram in this context describes information that is sent from one WRN (e.g. the WRDM) to one, some or all WRNs. The term ‘information block’ will be used synonymously and abbreviated as ‘WRIB’ (White Rabbit Information Block) and may consist of eg. device commands, device configuration data or data relevant for the WRNs host. The term ‘event’ that is often used in the field of accelerator controls, may be used to indicate special WRIB content.

- A WRN shall be able to interpret all WRIB content that is specified in [EVT].
- A WRN shall be able to receive and filter WRIB content received from the WRDM.
- A WRN shall be able to update its interpretation of WRIB content. This new information may be received from its WRN host or from special WRIBs.
- A WRN shall be able to react on WRIB content matching its own WRIB filter configuration.
A set of possible actions of a WRN upon receiving special WRIB content shall include:

- Loading of configurable counters with predefined configurations.
- Generation of different kinds of front panel trigger pulses.
- Generation of IRQs to be processed by its host board.
- Trigger actions in connected mezzanine cards.
- Access to all its remote accessible functionality.
- Read out of post mortem buffers.

Device command reaction in a WRN shall include the possibility to initiate internal test procedures.

A WRN shall provide full access to all its functionality from WRIB content.

A WRN shall provide full access to all its configuration from WRIB content.

A WRN shall be able to send the complete WRIB content or parts of it to its host card.

A WRN shall be able to interpret external trigger inputs like special WRIB content specified in [EVT].

A WRN shall be able to simulate WRIB content receipt to test device functionality without a WRDM present.

A WRN shall be able to delay individual WRIB content reaction by configuration of configurable counters as specified in 2.9.

A WRN shall be able to create and send out WRIBs.

A WRN shall be able to schedule events as specified in the Granularity Window Concept Specification [GWC].

It shall be possible to directly access specific memory spaces within a WRN using special WRIB content. It shall also be possible to configure a WRN on how to react on data written to such memory spaces.

\footnote{Coaxial LEMO 00series NIM-CAMAC standard}
2.9 Configurable Counters

- A WRN shall implement at least three configurable counters (counters and down counters).
- A WRN shall implement counters that can be started via some WRIB content ('event').
- It shall be possible to preload configurable counters with a number of clock ticks. In the case of down counters preloading specifies the delay of the counters output reaction after being started.
- It shall be possible to input configurable counters with different clocks.
- It is recommended that most configurable counters use the standard clock derived from WR.
- It shall be possible to assign different configurable counters to different outputs.
- It shall be possible to combine different counter outputs to one output using e.g. OR, XOR, AND rules.
3. White Rabbit Node Functionality

A WRN is a WR network device that synchronizes/syntonizes its clock to the next master by using WRPTP and Sync Ethernet. It can encode, decode and process Ethernet Frames with control information and communicates with other WRNs. In this chapter WRN functionalities are specified.

3.1 Layer 1 Functionality

- A WRN shall recover the traceable clock encoded by the immediate superior master of the node and shall base its timekeeping on it.

3.2 Layer 2 Functionality

- A WRN shall examine all frames received on the WR Ethernet link.
- A WRN shall provide functionality to tag outgoing packets according to user priorities as specified in IEEE 802.1D.
- A WRN shall generate Raw Ethernet frames.
- A WRN shall provide functionality to encode frames for transmission as specified in [FEC]. For each frame to be transmitted it must be indicated whether or not is has to be encoded.
- A WRN shall be able to detect if a received frame is encoded as specified in [FEC]. In this case a WRN shall provide the functionality to collect all associated frames and restore the original payload.
- A WRN is recommended to schedule its transmission according to the Granularity Window Concept [GWC]. In this case a WRN shall still be able to transmit frames at arbitrary times.

3.3 Counter Functionality

A WRN shall provide counters for different usage. The following description is only a first collection of some of the needed functionality:

- Down counters...
• Statistic counters in a WRN shall provide information about lost encoded frames...

• Diagnostics counters in a WRN shall provide watchdog information like ...

• Counting number of send packets...

3.4 Clock Synthesis

• A WRN should be able to synthesize an external clock\textsuperscript{1} and fan-out so-called "tuning words" enabling other WRNs to locally reproduce the original clock. The WRCM must implement this functionality.

• A WRN shall be able to locally reproduce (re-synthesize) such clocks with high accuracy regarding frequency and phase.

3.5 White Rabbit Functionality

• A WRN shall carry out what is specified for a Slave Clock in the White Rabbit Specification, in short:
  – Accept the clock hierarchy in the WR network as a Slave Clock.
  – Carry out the WRPTP protocol and the calibration process.
  – Adjust its clock using the offset and delay calculated by its Master Clock.

3.6 Upper Layer Functionality

• A WRN shall provide functionality to schedule upstream traffic in order to fulfill use requirements like e.g. [GWC].

• A WRN shall follow the White Rabbit Flow Control Concept as specified in the White Rabbit Robustness specification [WRR].

• A WRN shall be able to automatically readjust its clock according to WRPTP.

• A WRN shall be able to readjust its clock according to WRPTP only when a corresponding command from the WRDM is received.

• It shall be configurable which of this two functionalities will be used for clock adjustments.

\textsuperscript{1}Valid frequency range specified in [WRNT].
• A WRN shall implement MIB for SNMP as described within this document in a later version.

• A WRN shall follow the functional specification of the EtherBone Core as specified in [ETB].

• A WRN shall provide several status registers to/for ...

3.7 Host Card Communication

• A WRN shall provide the means to communicate with a Host Card.

• A WRN shall provide status information (Temp, SW FW, Voltages etc...) to its Host Card.

• A WRN shall provide the means to change its configuration sent from the Host Card.

• A WRN shall propagate its error/general status to the Host Card.

• A WRN shall be able to create IRQs.

3.8 Mezzanine Card Communication

• A WRN shall interpret and propagate error status of (a) connected Mezzanine Card(s) to its Host Card.

• A WRN shall propagate measured data of (a) connected Mezzanine Card(s) to its the Host Card.

• A WRN shall interpret and propagate configuration data of (a) connected Mezzanine Card(s) to its Host Card.

3.9 Management Functionality

2 b defined ...

\[2^2\text{This depends on the form factor of the WRN and does not apply for standalone WRNs.}\]
3.10 Parametrization/Configuration Functionality

- A WRN shall provide functionality to remotely change its parameters and configuration from different sources (WRDM, WRMM, Host Card).
- A WRN shall provide functionality to treat inconsistencies of configuration data or parameters originated from different sources.
- A WRN shall be able to generate and propagate a general overview of its parameters and configuration.
- On power-up a WRN shall be able to load a predefined standard configuration set.
- Parametrization of a WRN shall include values for the granularity window and FEC parameters.
- A WRN shall start with some minimal configuration.

3.11 Fault Condition Behavior / Error Handling

- A WRN shall be able to detect discrepancies in configuration from different sources.
- A WRN shall be able to treat discrepancies in configuration.
- A WRN shall be able to enter in error states and notify to the appropriate master (Host Card, WRDM, WRCM or WRMM).
- A WRN shall implement internal error watchdogs.
- A WRN shall be able to display error information making use of LCD or LEDs.

3.12 Debug and Test Functionalities

- A WRN shall use a startup procedure including configuration and initial self tests. **Startup procedure has to be defined.**
- A WRN shall be able to run test procedures for verification of its connectivity, memory, power supply and interfaces. **Define which tests have to be performed on startup OR remotely started.**
- A WRN shall be able to notify the appropriate master (Host Card, WRDM, WRCM or WRMM) about results of internal test procedures.
- It shall be possible to remotely start automated test procedures within a WRN.
4. WR Node as a Master

- A WRN shall load the default configuration on power-up, and its functionality has been described in chapters 2 and 3.

- A WRN may carry out a special role in a WR network besides the standard WRN, thanks to specific configuration. These roles are:
  - WR General Clock Master Node, it’s the time and frequency source for the complete WR network.
  - WR Data Master Node, it’s the control data source for the complete WR network.
  - WR Management Master Node, it’s the management source for the complete WR network.

The different functionalities of these special types of WRNs are going to be described below.

4.1 WR General Clock Master Node

- A WRCM shall implement and carry out what applies to a Grandmaster Clock in the White Rabbit PTP Specification, in short:
  - A WRCM shall establish the clock hierarchy in the WR network and establish itself as Grandmaster Clock.
  - A WRCM shall initiate the WRPTP protocol and the calibration process.
  - A WRCM shall calculate the Link Delay between clocks.
  - A WRCM shall issue the WRPTP Sync messages.

- A WRCM must always be located on top of a WR tree topology.

4.2 WR Data Master Node

- possibility of multiple WRDM nodes
- additional HW behind a WRDM node

- A WRDM shall generate a constant stream of control information in the case of accelerator control usage. It may be used even for general WR applications.
• A WRDM shall determine the duration and beginning of Granularity Windows in the case of accelerator control usage. It may be used even for general WR applications.

• A WRDM shall Code/Decode information according to the FEC.

• A WRDM shall process incoming information from other WRNs and react according to its configuration.

4.3 WR Management Master Node

• A WRMM shall implement the role of a server for network management protocols, namely SNMP.

• A WRMM shall distribute software and firmware updates to WR network devices (WR Switches and WRNs) within the WR network.

• A WRMM shall supervise the updating process and react accordingly in case of errors.

• DHCP Server
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A. Spotting the Master in the WR Network

As it has been explained in Chapter 4, a node can carry out a set of special roles: WRCM, WRDM or WRMM. Each one of these roles can fall only on one WRN in the network. Either all this Master are concentrated in one WRN or spread in 2 or 3 WRNs. If a WRN is configured to such Master functionality, the spot where this Master is placed within the WR network may affect White Rabbit properties and performance\(^1\). For that reason some good White Rabbit practices must be followed depending on where this individual Masters Nodes are placed: on top of the network or not, and in turns, and if they are concentrated in one WRN or are distributed.

A.1 Tree Topology, the Masters on the top

ToDo → Picture of the Masters on top

No matter if the Master is one or more devices, this configuration doesn’t jeopardize the requirements established since:

- The HP/SP traffic shall flow from top-to-bottom.
- The maximum latency shall be defined by the number of WRS layers, although observe the document [WRR]

A.2 Tree Topology, the Master high and low

ToDo → Picture of all Masters in one device but not on top. (Fig. 1)
ToDo → Picture of the Masters spread around the network. (Fig. 2)

Both in the case of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the following considerations should be taken into account:

A.2.1 HP latency packets

If the Data Master Node is placed in a non-top position:

\(^1\)This applies only for WRDM and WRMM since WRCM must always be on top of a tree topology
• The delay of the longest path between the Data Master Node and a node, should not be higher than the time bounds imposed by the Granularity Window.

• The different path delays for the same HP packet must not be higher than ...

......

......

......

This Appendix will be completed after this document has been discussed.
B. FESA host card control of a WRN

- FESA is ....
- Driver ....